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Abstract
The constant development of cheap depth cameras, together with the ongoing
integration of them on mobile devices, offers the potential of many new and
exciting applications covering various of different fields. This includes personal
everyday use, commercial objectives and medical solutions. In our project we
propose a system which allows the user to easily create a colored 3D facial model of
its own. The objective of this project is to build a user-friendly system for
generating a 3D colored facial model. The solution we offer combines open source
techniques for face detection in an image and a 3D reconstruction algorithm. We
integrate these techniques to create a common algorithm which produces our goal.
The system we have built uses depth camera stream to capture a subject’s face on
each frame, and uses this information to generate a high quality colored 3D facial
model. We demonstrate our results and optimizations to the solution, and offer
possible future opportunities to continue our work.

1 Introduction
1.1 Problem Definition
Our problem definition is to create a 3D colored facial model via Kinect camera. The
objective is to create a user friendly system for processing depth and RGB images of
the user’s face, as taken from the front. In order for the model to be as accurate as
possible, movement of the subject’s head is crucial, as each frame and every
different perspective contributes to the perfection of the final result.

1.2 Motivation
Creating colored 3D facial model is of interest in a variety of domains, and can be
used for various applications, such as:
● 3D printing of faces.
● Creating a virtual avatar with an appearance of a real subject.
● Medicine applications- creating a demo of a patient face to demonstrate
surgery results, help in diagnostics and reconstructions.
● Head accessories fitting.
● Facial expression classification.
● Personal use in order to view possible enhancements, such as different
hairstyle, nose job, makeup, etc.

1.3 Our solution
We add an extension to the KinectFusion (Kinfu) application which uses OpenCV’s
Cascade Classifier face detection in order to separate the human face from the rest
of the scene. The face detection is done using the RGB frames from the Kinect
stream, which are calibrated with the depth stream. We then feed kinfu with depth
frames, in which only pixels of the face have values. This model is constructed in a
form of a point cloud. Finally, we use the RGB stream once again to detect the
corresponding color for each point in the cloud, constructing the final result of a
colored 3D model of the subject’s face.

1.4 Paper Outline
In the next chapters, we cover the tools and algorithms we use in the project: PCL’s
KinectFusion [Chapter 3] and OpenCV’s Cascade Classifier [Chapter 4]. We explain
the techniques we use for painting the 3D face model [Chapter 6]. We show our
implementation, results, and the optimizations we use to enhance our solution.

2 Background
2.1 Point Cloud
A point cloud is a set of data points in a given coordinate system. In a 3D coordinate
system, these points usually represent the external surface of an object. Point
clouds are used for many purposes, including to create 3D CAD models, 
metrology
inspection, and a multitude of visualization, animation, rendering and 
mass
customization
applications.

2.1.1 Point Cloud Library
The Point Cloud Library (PCL) is a stand-alone, large scale, open project for 2D/3D
image and point cloud processing. The library is freely available under a BSD
license and the project is actively maintained through the collaboration of many
universities and the industry [1]. PCL can be effectively used to work at a high level
with point clouds, as well as other 3D representations, providing a set of modules
that allow the developer to focus on the results of image manipulation. The library
is divided in several separate library modules, each with its own focus. These
libraries allow the developer to perform various of actions using provided API’s. We
use this library for its implementation of KinectFusion (which will be explained in
more details in chapter 3), for rendering 3D scene out of a depth camera stream.

2.2 Kinect
Microsoft Kinect is a motion sensing camera used for detecting movement and
enabling hands-free UI. This is the device we use in our project.

2.2.1 Depth Map
Depth map is an image or image channel that contains information relating to the
distance of the surfaces of objects in the scene from a given viewpoint. Depth map
is equivalent to the term of “Z-Buffer”, where the "Z" relates to a convention that
the central axis of view of a camera is in the direction of the camera's Z axis, and
not to the absolute Z axis of a scene. We use depth maps as the input for the
KinectFusion algorithm, which generates a 3D model out of multiple frames of
depth images. Those depth images are taken from the Kinect camera.

2.2.2 Kinect Sensor
The Kinect sensor incorporates several advanced sensing hardware. Most notably,
it contains a depth sensor, a color camera, and a four-microphone array that
provide full-body 3D motion capture, facial recognition, and voice recognition
capabilities. [2] 
It captures depth and color images simultaneously at a frame rate
of up to 30 fps. The integration of depth and color data results in a colored point
cloud that contains about 300,000 points in every frame. By registering the
consecutive depth images one can obtain an increased point density, but also
create a complete point cloud of an indoor environment possibly in real time [3].

2.2.3 Kinect 
Characteristic
The Microsoft Kinect, is mainly composed of three elements: First, the illumination
unit, which creates a projection of an infrared (IR) pattern with a known static and
irregular dot distribution. Second, the IR camera to capture the infrared pattern
and to calculate a 480 x 640 pixels depth image. And third, the RGB camera with
the same resolution. Thus it is possible to use the Kinect as
contact-free-motion-movement, and gesture-recognition device.
2.2.3.1 Depth Measurement by Triangulation
The laser source emits a single beam which is split into multiple beams by a
diffraction grating to create a constant pattern of speckles projected onto the
scene. This pattern is captured by the infrared camera and is correlated against a

reference pattern. The reference pattern is obtained by capturing a plane at a
known distance from the sensor, and is stored in the memory of the sensor. When
a speckle is projected on an object whose distance to the sensor is smaller or larger
than that of the reference plane, the position of the speckle in the infrared image
will be shifted in the direction of the baseline between the laser projector and the
perspective center of the infrared camera. These shifts are measured for all
speckles by a simple image correlation procedure, which yields a disparity image.
For each pixel the distance to the sensor can then be retrieved from the
corresponding disparity.
2.2.3.2 Depth calculation with the Microsoft Kinect
The basic principle of Kinect’s depth calculation is based on stereo matching.
Kinect creates its own structured images. Based on structured infrared light, a
static pseudo random pattern is projected on the environment. The stereo
matching requires two images: one image is captured by the infrared camera, and
the second image is the projected hardwired pattern. Those images are not
equivalent, because there is some distance between the projector and the camera.
So the images correspond to different camera positions, and that allows us to use
stereo triangulation to calculate the depth [4].

3 Kinect Fusion Algorithm [5]
3.1
Preliminaries
The depth image received from the camera is represented in a 2D coordinate
system. Each pixel holds depth data pertaining to the point on the model
visible through that pixel. The model itself and thus the 
vertices 
of the
raycasted depth map are represented a 3D static world coordinate system.
Hence, transformations between the different coordinate systems are
necessary in the process, in order to compare sets of data from different
coordinate systems.
❏ Image to Camera Coordinate System: In order to transform a pixel (u, v) in
the depth image to the camera coordinate system, the calibration matrix is
used:

where (c x, c y) is the center of the image and f
expressed in pixel units.

x

and f y are the focal lengths

❏ Camera to Global Coordinate System: In order to transform a point p ∈ ℜ3 in
the k th camera coordinate system to the global coordinate system, the
transformation matrix is used:

where R k is the rotation matrix and t k is the translation vector.

Figure 4: From Image Coordinate System to Camera Coordinate System to
Global Coordinate System.
❏ The function q = π(p) performs perspective projection of p = (x, y, z) T ∈ ℜ3
including dehomogenization to obtain q = (x/z, y/z) T ∈ ℜ2 .
❏ The dot notation denotes homogeneous vectors

.

3.2
Surface Measurement
For each frame k, the Bilateral filter is applied on every pixel (u, v) in the depth
image in order to reduce noise:

where Ω is the group of 8 pixels around u ,

This way KinectFusion smoothes away outlying noise signals from the depth image

received from the camera. After this step, the depth data is more reliable and the
result is more stable.
Vertex and normal maps are calculated for each frame. The vertex map is calculated
using the calibration matrix:

where

The normal map is calculated using a cross product between neighboring map
vertices:

where v[x] = x/||x|| 2
A vertex validity mask is defined for each frame: M k(u) = 1 for each pixel where a
depth measurement transforms to a valid vertex, otherwise, if a depth
measurement is missing - M k(u) = 0 .
For the surface representation, a 3 - level vertex and normal maps pyramids are
calculated. First, a depth map pyramid is computed. Setting the bottom depth map
pyramid level equal to the original bilateral filtered depth map, the sub-sampled
version is computed from the previous level by block averaging followed by
sub-sampling to half the resolution.
Subsequently, each level in a vertex and normal map pyramid is computed using
the above equations and the corresponding depth map level. Note that using the
appropriate transformation matrix T k for each frame, we can convert the pyramids
to the global coordinate system.

3.3 Sensor Pose Estimation
In this stage a 6DOF transformation is computed in order to align the new depth
map with the rendered existing model as has been seen in the previous frame. This
is done by using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. The output of the ICP is
the relative transformation between 2 subsequent frames, which is then
incrementally applied to a single transformation defining the camera position
within the volume.
Unlike many other tracking algorithms that use feature selection to improve speed
by reducing the number of points for which data association need to be performed,

The KinectFusion takes advantage of 2 factors to allow it instead to make use of all
of the data in a depth image for a dense iterated close point based pose estimation:
1) Maintaining a high tracking frame-rate, enables the assumption of small motion
from one frame to the next. 2) Modern GPU hardware enables a fully parrallelized
processing pipeline. This allows a faster convergence to the required
transformation matrix and smoothes over problems that might otherwise arise as a
result of local minimum values. This adds stability to the calculation, especially
when there are sudden movements of the camera.
In order to correctly fuse a stream of consecutive depth maps into a single 3D
model, a 6DOF camera pose must be identified at each stage during the scanning
process. Given 2 subsequent point clouds, ICP decides on a mapping between
points in the new cloud to corresponding points in the previous cloud, and
estimates the transformation needed to align the new cloud to the previous one.
This transformation is improved over the course of several iterations, until a close
enough match has been found.
The KinectFusion uses the point-plane error metric in combination with
correspondences obtained using projective data association. The objective of this
metric is to minimize the l 2 norm between each point in the new cloud and the
tangent plane at the corresponding point in the previous cloud:
(*)

Defining

iff

where ε d and ε θ are threshold parameters of the system.
The projective data association algorithm produces the set of vertex
correspondences

by computing the perspectively projected point:

where

is an estimation for the frame transform, and
testing the predicted and measured

vertex and normal for compatibility.
An iterative solution for the equation (*), T kz for z > 0, is obtained by minimizing a
z=0
linearized version of it around the previous estimate T z−1
is initialized with
k . T k
the previous frame pose T k−1 . Using the small angle assumption for an incremental
transform:

z
k

,

z
z−1
incT k .

an updated transform is simply T = T
Denote the parameter vector: χ = (β, γ, α, t x, t y, t z) ∈ ℜ6 .
The update of the current global frame vertex estimates for all pixels is performed:

By computing the derivative of the objective function (*) with respect to the
parameter vector χ and setting to zero, a 6x6 symmetric linear system is generated
for each vertex-normal element correspondence. This linear system is computed in
parallel on the GPU using a tree-based reduction. This computation can be
optimized by utilizing the shared memory of the GPU. The resulting linear system
is then solved on the CPU using the Cholesky decomposition. The data association
and pose minimization is embedded into a coarse to fine framework using the
bottom 3 levels of a vertex and normal map pyramid. The iterations are performed
for a maximum of Zmax = [4; 5; 10] iterations in levels [3; 2; 1] respectively, starting
with the coarsest level 3. After all iterations are completed, the final camera pose is
fixed T k ← T Zmax
. This yields the new position of the camera, to be used in the next
k
stages of the algorithm.

3.4 Mapping as Surface Reconstruction
The model is built within a volumetric representation of the global space, which is
subdivided uniformly into a 3D grid of 512 3 voxels. In this stage, points from the
received vertex map are transformed into the global coordinate system using the
transformation matrix T k . These points are then used to fuse the new data with the
existing volumetric model, adding new data and refining the old. The surface is
represented by a truncated signed distance function (TSDF), and the fusion is done

by using this function. Each voxel in the volume holds a value
S k(p) → [F k(p), W k(p)] which stands for the fusion of the registered depth
measurements from frames 1…k, where p ∈ ℜ3 is a global frame point in the 3D
volume to be reconstructed. F k(p) specifies the distance to the actual surface (the
TSDF value) and W k(p) specifies the weight of the voxel. The TSDF values are
positive in front of the surface (outside of the model) and negative behind the
surface (inside the model). The TSDF which is being used is a projective TSDF that is
readily computed and trivially parallelizable. For a raw depth map R k with a known
pose T k , its global frame projective TSDF [F k(p), W k(p)] at a point p in the global
frame g is computed as:

where

(null otherwise), assuming that the measured distance lies within the range ± μ .
The associated weight W R k(p) is proportional to cos(θ)/R k(u) , where θ is the angle
between the associated pixel ray direction and the surface normal measurement in
the local frame. It has been found that in practice simply letting W R k(p) = 1 ,
resulting in a simple average, provides good results.
KinectFusion uses the following calculation for the weight associated with the value
in each voxel:

Moreover, by truncating the updated weight over some value W η ,
W k(p) = min(W k−1(p) + W R k(p), W η) , a moving average surface reconstruction can be
obtained enabling reconstruction in scenes with dynamic object motion.
As can be seen from the calculations, KinectFusion gives an equal weight to the
previous and the current TSDF value in the voxel. This also allows faster and more
accurate responses to dynamic changes within the scene, as the new data will be
integrated sooner.
Note that the raw depth measurements are used for TSDF fusion rather than the
bilateral filtered version used in the tracking component. The reason for it is that
the early filtering removes desired high frequency structure and noise alike which
would reduce the ability to reconstruct finer scale structures.

3.5 Surface Prediction from Ray Casting the TSDF
In this stage the volume is raycast to extract the current view of the implicit
surface. This view is used both for rendering to the user and for calculating a
synthetic depth map which is used as a less noisy reference frame for the next
iteration of ICP. The synthetic depth map is based on the refined model built as a
result of all previous frames, and so is more accurate than the noisy depth frames
received from the camera.
The ray casting is performed per pixel: each pixel’s corresponding ray, T kK −1u , is
marched starting from the minimum depth for the pixel and stopping when a zero
crossing (changing from positive values to negative values for a visible surface) is
found indicating the surface interface. Marching also stops if a change from
negative values to positive values back face is found, or ultimately when exiting the
working volume, both resulting in non surface measurement at the pixel u . For
points on or very close to the surface interface F k(p) = 0 it is assumed that the
gradient of the TSDF at p is orthogonal to the zero level set, and so the surface
normal for the associated pixel u along which p was found can be computed
directly from F k using a numerical derivative of the SDF:

.
Using the known truncation distance from the previous stage, it is possible to
march along the ray in steps with size < μ while values of F (p) have positive
truncated values, as we can assume a step μ must pass through at least one
non-truncated positive value before stepping over the surface zero crossing.
Instead of solving a cubic polynomial, which is required in order to solve a
ray/trilinear cell intersection for higher quality intersections, a simple
approximation is used. The predicted vertex and normal maps are computed at the
interpolated location in the global frame.

4 Face Detection
s our project is focused on creating a 3D face model from a list of depth frames
A
and the corresponding RGB frames, we need a fast and effective face detection
algorithm to segment out the face area from the rest of the scene. We chose to use
OpenCV face detection using Haar cascade classifiers. Since we want a full facial 3D
model, we expect the person in front of the camera to move his head. In order to
support these movements, we use Haar cascade frontal face and profile face
detection.

4.1 Haar cascade classifier
Haar cascade classifier is a rapid and an effective object detection, including
human faces, method devised by 
Paul Viola and Michael Jones in their paper “Rapid
Object Detection using a Boosted Cascade of Simple Features” in 2001. This method
is based on 
AdaBoost machine learning algorithm to generate strong learners from
weak learners
[A]
. Here the weak learners are based on 
Haar-like features from
three types:

Figure 5: examples of common Haar features
A feature is a single value obtained by subtracting sum of pixels under a white
rectangle from sum of pixels under a black rectangle.
Each feature is applied on all
the training images and for each one 
it finds the best threshold, which will classify
the faces to positive and negative. But obviously, there will be errors or
misclassifications. The features with the minimum error rate are selected, which
means they are the features that best classify the face and non-face images. 
Face
detection is reduced to computing the weighted sum of the chosen Haar features
and applying a threshold [B].

Figure 6: Haar features applied on an image
Computing rectangle features is a simple but slow operation based on the sum or
difference of pixels in adjacent rectangular regions. The Integral Image is solving
that problem. It is an intermediate representation of an image, where each pixel
(x, y) in the integral image is containing the sum 
of the pixels’ intensity values
to
the left and above the pixel (x, y) in the original image. Given an image A its
integral image AI is 
computed:

Although calculating a feature is extremely efficient and fast, calculating all
180,000 features contained within a 24 × 24 sub-image is impractical, 
furthermore
in an image, most of the image region is non-face region. So, Instead of applying
all the selected features on a window, it groups the features into different stages of
classifiers and apply one-by-one. If a window fails the first stage, discard it. If it
passes, apply the second stage of features and continue the process. The window
which passes all stages is a face region. this approach is called 
Cascade of
Classifiers
.

Figure 7: Haar Cascade classifier diagram

[A]
A heuristic that can improve the odds of a guess by a significant amount is
called a 
strong
learner.

A heuristic that can improve the odds of a guess by a very small amount is called
called a 
weak
learner

.
It is possible to generate weak learners for several tasks in a

semiautomated manner by enumerating a huge set of heuristics generated on the
basis of combinations of simple rules and evaluating their performance on a set of
samples.
[B]
Each image is given an equal weight in the beginning. After each classification,
weights of misclassified images are increased. Then again same process is done.
New error rates are calculated. Also new weights. The process is continued until
required accuracy or error rate is achieved or required number of features are
found.

5 Implementation
Our work is based on the KinectFusion algorithm, as implemented by PCL’s Kinfu
app, as well as on OpenCV’s Cascade Classifier. We combine the application’s
pipeline with our own flow, in order to get the wanted results. Here follows the
changes we have made.

5.1 Assumptions
While implementing, we have learned there are some assumptions we can take in
order to get better results:
● There is only one subject facing the camera.
● The subject is sitting close to the camera, in order to get as many frames with
good input to the face detection algorithm as possible. This also enables us
to cut time consumption, as will be explained in chapter 7.3.
● The background behind the subject is blackened - to prevent background
noise, and to maximize the face detection algorithm chances to detect the
real face in each frame.
● The subject makes delicate moves in front of the camera - so the ICP
algorithm will converge.
Our implementation considers these assumptions, however results might be
produced without them as well. The difference is in the quality of the mesh and
colors which will be produced.

5.2 Flow
Our flow is assimilated in the Kinfu app pipeline. As so, we get our input from the
app, in the form of depth and RGB images. This repeated for each frame which is
gotten from the camera, meaning the work presented in this chapter reflects a
single frame. As we get the input in the middle of the app’s pipeline, we must keep
the environment steady, meaning we must keep the data structures as they are and
make our changes to the data this structures contain. For that, our output is the
depth and RGB images of the frame as well. What we do is getting the images from
the Kinfu app, manipulating them and letting the app to continue from where we
pause it.

5.3 Combining PCL and OpenCV
As mentioned, we work with depth and RGB images as represented by PCL’s data
structures, taken from the Kinfu app. In order to use these images with OpenCV, a
conversion of the data structures is needed. This is due to PCL storing images as
vectors while OpenCV does it using Matrices. Due to this, for each frame we make a

copy of the RGB image stored in OpenCV Mat, enabling working with the exact
image which is gotten from the camera.

5.4 Face Detection
As explained in chapter 4, we use OpenCV Cascade Classifier for face detection. For
each frame, we use the RGB image as taken by the camera. We convert this image
to an OpenCV representation, followed by detecting face in the image using Haar
Cascade Classifier. The face in the image is represented by a center point (X, Y) and
radius, denotes a circle around the face. These values are returned to our main flow.
The center and radius of the circle around the face represent a single pixel in the
image and a length. This pixel is found in a matrix but can be immediately
translated to a vector representation.

Figure 8: Scene before and after face detection

5.5 Creating Face Depth Image
At this stage, we have the circle parameters around the face in the RGB image.
Since the Kinect camera delivers calibrated depth and RGB images, the same values
(center and radius) of the circle around the face are used in the depth image. We
use the center point and radius in order to zero all the pixels in the depth image
outside this circle. This is leaving us with a depth image of a circle, that should
encircle the subject’s face. This depth image is represented by PCL vector, and this
will be the image that will be provided by the Kinfu app to the KinectFusion
algorithm, in order to start its flow building the 3D model. This way we construct
the 3D model of only the face out of the entire scene. Furthermore, before
providing the image back to the Kinfu pipeline, we make another change to the
depth image in order to enhance the accuracy, as we will explain next.

5.6 Thresholding the Circle
As mentioned, we manipulate Kinfu’s depth image to present only the face. Until
now we have a circle around the face. Since the shape of the human face is not as
round as a circle, it does not cover all of it. For this reason, we would like to zero the
depth values which are not part of the face inside the circle. We consider those
depth values as background noise, which we would like to avoid in the final 3D
model. In order to solve this problem we use thresholding inside the circle. Under
the assumption that the subject is the nearest object to the camera, we can also
assume that his or her face is represented by the closest pixels in the image, while
the background is relatively far. While assigning zero values to pixels in the depth
image outside the circle, we are calculating the average of the depth values of the
pixels inside the circle, which are not originally zero or larger than the distance we
assume the subject is from the camera. Since we assume that the background is
relatively far from the head, we can conclude that this average is 
affected more
from the face’s depth values than from the background
. Our goal is to find the best
threshold value that separates the face from the background. This is done by
adding the average a constant number. Having the threshold average, we pass
through all of the circle’s pixels, zeroing all of the pixels with depth values which
are larger than the threshold. This results a depth image of the face with minimal
background noise, as shown in figure 11.

5.7 Generating the Model
Turning each scene depth image to a face depth image, will result in
constructing a 3D model of the subject’s face by Kinfu. At this point, we want
to create a colored mesh representation of the model. Here follows a flow
chart of the entire procedure while the mesh coloring is explained in details in
the next chapter.

5.8 Flow Chart

6 Mesh Coloring
After the 3D model is constructed using the KinectFusion algorithm, the final stage
is to present its colored mesh. Here is a description of the algorithm we use.

6.1 Normals Computation
Since the 3D points in the constructed point cloud come from a set of different
frames, we must choose the RGB color which describes the "real" color of each
point. We assume this color comes from the frame which is taken when the normal
of a 3D point is directed along the negative Z axis of the Kinect. For this purpose,
the normals are computed in the global coordinate system.

6.2 Point Cloud Conversion
In this stage, we search for the set of frames that a 3D point in the constructed
point cloud comes from. Each 3D point in the point cloud is represented relatively
to the global coordinate system. Hence, we transform them using the
transformation matrices which are calculated during the KinectFusion is running:

6.3 Pixels Matching
Having a transformed 3D point in the camera coordinate system of the k th camera
pose, we compute the corresponding pixel in the frame using the calibration
matrix:

In case the values of u or v are out of the boundaries of the frame (480 x 640), we
skip this frame and try the next one, relying on the assumption that the

transformation matrix we use is accurate enough, hence the 3D point has not come
from the current frame.

6.4 Normals Conversion and Scalar Multiplication Maximization
In case a suitable frame is found, we transform the normal vector of the examined
3D point to the camera coordinate system, using the appropriate transformation
matrix for the camera pose. A scalar multiplication is computed between the
transformed normal and the camera normal directed along the negative Z axis of
the Kinect
. Since the scalar multiplication is calculated using the
smaller angle between the normals, we are interested in the frame which
maximizes the scalar multiplication.

6.5 Color Approximation
After the frame which induces the maximal scalar multiplication for a certain point
is found, the RGB color of the 3D point is approximated. The values of the pixel
which was calculated in 6.3, are not integers, hence the "pixel" (u, v) lies in
between 4 actual pixels (Figure 13).

Figure 13
For this reason, we approximate the RGB color using a weighted average of the RGB
values of the above 4 pixels. We denote n = u − [u] and m = v − [v] (Figure 14).

Figure 14

The approximated RGB values are calculated as follows:

Finally, the RGB values are integrated into the 3D points of the point cloud, and
rendered when the mesh is created.

7 Challenges
7.1 Creating a Sliding Frame Rate
As explained in chapter 5, on each RGB image of each frame, the OpenCV Cascade
Classifier algorithm is applied. This algorithm produces a circle, in case it
recognizes face within the image. However, not every frame produces recognized
face. This can happen due to unrecognized angles, such as profiles. In case no face
is recognized, no circle is produced, hence for this frame there is no information on
which part should be zeroed in the corresponding depth image. This will insert the
original depth image of the scene as taken from the camera, to the point cloud
generating algorithm, resulting in reducing the quality of the model.
To resolve this issue, we hold a ‘time window’ of the frames, in which we save
data on the last 50 frames. The window’s data includes center points and radii,
denoting the circle for each frame. The assumption taken is that the movement is
slow enough for making a good estimation of the circle missing in the frame where
no face is detected. The estimation is made by taking the median of the window, for
both center point and radius. This method produces good results and helps in
generating a more precise model.

7.2 Radius Length Enhancement
The circle which is found by the OpenCV face detection encircles the face of the
subject too tightly. This leaves other parts of the head, as ears, outside of the circle.
Since we want to build a complete head model, for each frame we add the radius of
the circle 10% of its length. This results larger circles which produce a better final
model.

7.3 OpenCV Optimization
KinectFusion is a heavy algorithm, let alone when combining it with the face
detection algorithm for each frame’s RGB image, and altering each frame’s depth
image.
Therefore, we have to reduce running time wherever we can. One solution we have
is the OpenCV parameters. The Cascade Classifier is expecting square ratios, that
indicate in which segments it should look for faces. By adding the assumption that
the subject is sitting near the camera, we can enlarge this square, making the face
detection algorithm more efficient. This method is also proven to increase the face
detection success percentage, as it searches only large segments.

8 Examples & Results
In this chapter we will present the output of our work, compared to the original
kinfu app and through our flow stages.

8.1 Original ‘kinfu_app’

8.2 Face Model ‘kinfu_app’

8.2.1 Colored Mesh Example

Figure 17: Colored mesh

9 Future Work
9.1 Increase Color Resolution
Our project produces good results for generating mesh of a subject’s face.
The coloring is done, as explained, with normals calculation. However, this is not
the best method to get a coloring of the mesh. A future project can increase the
quality of the coloring. For that purpose, each time the application runs, a directory
named ‘
RGB_pictures_cache’
is created in the working directory. This directory
contains all of the RGB original frames, as taken from the camera, by order. This,
along with the point cloud our application generates, can produce future work to
increase the accuracy of the coloring.

9.2 Closing the Head
As we relied on face detection, profiles were pretty much a limitation in generating
the model. Future work can be based on our project to create a complete model of
the head, forward and backward, by developing a method to complete the missing
parts.

9.3 Complete The Body
Our work focuses on generating a face model, but our methods can be advanced to
other platforms as well. Future work can take our conclusions and methods, and
integrate them with generating a model for the rest of the subject’s body. This can
be done in variety of working environments and depth cameras, that provide RGB
and depth images (as our work relies on them).

9.4 Enhancing the Subject Possibilities
Future work can enhance the application to find different objects besides face. As
well, finding several faces in one scene, and creating a model out of those can also
produce interesting possibilities.

9.5 Adding Machine Learning
As described in chapter 5.6, there is a thresholding stage in order to zero the depth
values of the background inside the circle around the face. This is done by depth
measurements under the assumption that the background is far enough from the
face. Future work in the field of machine learning can drop that assumption by
classifying the depth values inside the circle to background class and face class for
each frame.

10 The Application
10.1 The code
Our code, with documentations, can be found in the GIP lab website:
http://gip.cs.technion.ac.il/
A detailed description of how to set the environment is attached at the project
website. Advanced users, can follow this steps:
Setup the environment:
● Install PCL (Version 1.6.0) - 
http://pointclouds.org/downloads/
For Windows use the 
dependencies' stand alone installers. 
Build the Point
Cloud Library from source following the instructions here
http://pointclouds.org/documentation/tutorials/compiling_pcl_windows.ph
p#compiling-pcl-windows
. For this CMake tool is essential
http://www.cmake.org/download/
.
● Install OpenCV (at least 2.4.9) - 
http://opencv.org/downloads.html
Add all required dependencies of OpenCV to PCL’s kinfu_app project.
For Microsoft Visual Studio follow the instructions here
http://docs.opencv.org/doc/tutorials/introduction/windows_visual_studio_
Opencv/windows_visual_studio_Opencv.html
.
● In kinfu_app project, replace kinfu_app.cpp with our file, and add
FaceDetection.cpp and 3DfaceDetection_GIP.h to the project as well.

10.2 Running the Application
In order to run our application, one should face a Kinect camera, then run the
command with the following flags: ‘
pcl_kinfu_app_release.exe -r -ic’
. This will run
the kinfu_app application with our work in it. The flags are for enabling colors
integration. While the application is running, the built model will be presented on
screen. The subject should make slow movements of his/her head, in all directions.
When the constructed model’s resolution is satisfying, one should press ‘d’ in the
keyboard. This will generate a colored mesh, and will save it as a ply file under the
name ‘
mesh.ply’
in the working directory.

11 Summary
11.1 The project
Our problem definition was to create a 3D colored facial model via Kinect camera.
We solved this problem using an integration of the OpenCV’s Cascade Classifier in
the flow of the KinectFusion algorithm for detecting the face in each frame.
Applying the face detection on the RGB frames from the Kinect stream, derived a
circle around the face that was detected. We then zeroed the corresponding Z
values in the depth frames of non-facial pixels inside and outside the circle that
was found. Letting KinectFusion run with the modified depth frames, resulted in a
3D model represented by a point cloud of the face. Finally, in order to paint the
model, we used the RGB frames once again to find the corresponding color of each
point in the cloud. Since the 3D points in the constructed point cloud came from a
set of different frames, we chose the color which came from the frame that the
normal in this point was orthogonal to the Kinect’s sensor (i.e. parallel to the z axis
of the Kinect) while taking it, claiming it was the most realistic color to choose.

11.2 System requirements
Achilles heel of this project is the Cascade Classifier performances. In some cases,
depending on the scene behind the person who is sitting in front of the Kinect, 
the
algorithm is unable to detect face at all or in other cases there are more than one
detected face.
To cope with this issue and in order to increase the chances of a correct face
detection, we assume the following:
● There is only one subject facing the camera.
● The subject is sitting close to the camera.
● The background behind the subject is black.
Another challenge we must handle is the ICP convergence. Kinfu assumes a high
tracking frame-rate to allow using only a part of the data in the depth image
instead of all of it for a dense ICP based pose estimation. To ensure that, and since
our frame-rate is not very high, we assume the following:
● There is only a small motion from one frame to the next by making delicate
moves in front of the camera.
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